INTRODUCTION
Obtaining a good fluid mixing, reduction of heat transfer resistance and minimum pressure drop are very important factors in heat exchangers design. Good fluid mixing can be obtained in heat exchangers operating in turbulent regime, which, on the other hand, has significant pressure drop as a negative effect. Heat exchangers operating in turbulent regime increase pumping cost, also the size of the pump is often a limiting factor, especially in the case of compact heat exchangers or in heat exchangers with very viscous fluids.
In order to obtain better heat transfer in plate heat exchangers several techniques have been used so far, and one the most often applied techniques was the use of wavy instead of flat plates (1) .
Many investigations showed that use of sinusoidal instead of flat plates enhances heat transfer without significant pressure drop (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
Establishing a chaotic fluid flow can enhance fluid mixing in laminar regime, which, as a result will lead to a better heat transfer. Chaotic advection occurs when there are pathlines present in fluid which do not conform with laminar regime, and can be generated in ducts with periodically perturbed geometry in the downstream direction.
The aim of this study was to apply the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) in order to simulate and analyze the fluid flow between two sinusoidal plates. The LBM is a relatively new simulation technique for complex fluid systems and has attracted interest of researchers in computational physics. Unlike the traditional CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) methods, which solve the conservation equations of macroscopic properties (i.e., mass, momentum, and energy) numerically, LBM models the fluid consisting of fictive particles, and such particles perform consecutive propagation and collision processes over a discrete lattice mesh. Due to its particulate nature and local dynamics, LBM has several advantages over other conventional CFD methods, especially in dealing with complex boundaries, incorporating of microscopic interactions, and parallelization of the algorithm. A different interpretation of the lattice-Boltzmann equation is that of a discrete-velocity Boltzmann equation. The numerical methods of solution of the system of partial differential equations then gives rise to a discrete map, which can be interpreted as the propagation and collision of fictitious particles.
Mathematical formulation

Navier Stokes Equation.
In a continuum domain, fluid flow is governed by Navier Stokes equations, NSE.
For an incompressible flow, two-dimensional, the conservative form of NS equation can be written in the Cartesian coordinate system, without body force, as, x -momentum
The left-hand side represents the inertia and advection term, or the total acceleration of fluid parcels. The first term on the right-hand side is the pressure gradient term. The last two terms on the right hand-side represent the shear force due to viscous effect.
These two equations have three unknowns, u, v and p. the continuity equations is needed to close the solution:
The main problem in solving fluid flow, using NS, are two folds. First, the advection term is nonlinear, which needs special treatment to avoid instability and false "numerically introduced" diffusion problems. To overcome this problem, second or higher order up-wind schemes have been used to approximate advection terms. Higher order schemes reduce the numerical diffusion problem, however, it decreases the stability limit; or adds a dispersion effect. In solving these problems, deferred correction method has been used. The main idea is to use first order up-wind scheme and add an extra term as a source.
Second, for incompressible flow there is no explicit equation for pressure, hence at each time step in the updating process, the continuity equation needs to be satisfied. This step requires the solution of the Laplace equation (pressure and pressure correction equations). Solving the Laplace equation consumes significant computing time. In fact, majority of the time needed to solve NS numerically is spent in solving the Laplace equation.
For two-dimensional problems, it is possible to introduce stream function, however, treatment of the boundary conditions is not straight forward (8) .
The Lattice-Boltzmann. Lattice-Boltzmann equation (LBE) is linear. The nonlinearity of advection term (which is implicitly imbedded in the left hand side of the LBE) in macroscopic approach is replaced by linear streaming process in LBM, similar to characteristic methods for solving compressible flows. Unlike in macroscopic approach, there is no need to solve Poisson equation to satisfy continuity equation which drastically reduces the computational time, so LBM can be considered as an explicit method, which bypasses solving simultaneous equations in every time step.
A short description of the lattice-Boltzmann equation (LBE) is given. Detailed information can be found in literature (8) (9) (10) .
A statistical description of a system can be explained by distribution function f(r, c, t), where f(r, c, t)drdc is number of molecules at time t positioned between r and r+dr which have velocities between c and c+dc. An external force, F, acts on a gas molecule of unit mass will change the velocity of the molecule from c to c+Fdt and its position from r to r+cdt.
The number of molecules, before applying the external force is equal to the number of the molecules after disturbance, if no collisions take place between the molecules.
However, if collisions take place between the molecules, there will be a net difference between the numbers of molecules in the interval drdc. The rate of change between final and initial status of the distribution functions called collision operator, Ω. The equation for evolution of the number of the molecules can be written as,
Dividing the above equation by dtdrdc and as the limit, yields
Since f is a function of r, c and t, then the total rate of change, f with t, can be expanded and when divided by dt, yields The vector r can be expressed in 3-D Cartesian coordinate system zk yj xi r    , where i, j and k are unit vectors along x,y, and z direction, respectively.
Equation [8] can be rewritten as,
where dc/dt,is equal to the acceleration and can be related to force F by Newton's second law.
Then the Boltzmann transport equation can be written as,
The collision operator, Ω, is function of f and has to be determined to solve the Boltzmann equation.
For system without external force the Boltzmann equations can be written as, [11] where c, and f  are vectors.
After introducing the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) approximation to collision operator (Ω), and after the Boltzmann equation is discretized it becomes (9):
where f i (x,t) and f i eq (x,t) distribution function and distribution function at equilibrium, respectively, c i discrete velocity vector and τ relaxation time defined by fluid's kinematic viscosity:
Discrete square lattice model with 9 particle velocities (D2Q9) is very common, especially for solving two dimensional fluid flow problems. It has nine velocity vectors, the central speed is zero. Equilibrium distribution function for isothermal incompressible fluid flow D2Q9 is defined as: 
Boundary conditions
One of the important and crucial issues in LB simulation of flow is accurate modeling of the boundary conditions. Adapting boundary conditions for Navier Stokes equations is somewhat straightforward, which is not the case with LBM, where the inward distribution functions to the integration domain are unknowns. Therefore, it is necessary to determine appropriate relationships for calculating those distributions functions at the boundaries for a given boundary condition.
Boundary conditions used in this simulation are: Upper plate -the bounce back boundary condition Lower plate -the bounce back boundary condition Inlet and outlet -the open boundary condition Detailed description of the above conditions and their implementation can be found in the literature (8, 9) .
Geometry
Geometry of the plates used in the simulation is shown in Fig.1 . 
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Height of the plate at a given coordinate x, is defined by the sine function:
A x is a wave amplitude in the x direction, and Λx is a wavelength in the x direction. Dimensions used in the calculations are Ax=0.45 cm, Λ x =8.334 cm, H avg = 4 cm. The dimensionless geometric parameters that describe the corrugated plate model are as following:
where H avg is the separation between the corrugated plates that form the channel, which was fixed at H avg =3 cm throughout this investigation.
The Reynolds number was defined as:
where V in is the average velocity at the inlet of the corrugated plates and υ is kinematic viscosity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The criterion used to determine if one wave has macroscopic mixing is the presence of crossing paths in the central flow, broken recirculation regions or too big vortices compared to the wave amplitude. Low Reynolds number was set at 200, while the upper limit was 1000, because calculation procedure with Re>1000 was numerically unstable.
The flow pattern is very much like the one reported in previous investigations (6, 10) . At small Reynolds numbers there are steady recirculation regions along the sinusoidal channel. These recirculation characteristics vary as the Reynolds number increases. When the Reynolds number increases, the separation point is closer to the inlet wave, and the reattachment point is closer to the outlet wave, as can be seen in Fig.2 . The steady recirculation regions at the top and bottom sinusoidal plates are symmetrical with respect to the midplane of the channel.
For waves further from the inlet, flow instabilities appear in the channel. As the Reynolds number increases, instabilities appear in waves closer to the channel inlet. At higher Reynolds numbers (it is known that in this type of channel mild flow instabilities appear at Re=600) some waves present random particle paths that promote macroscopic mixing over all the separation between the plates. According to the observations, it was determined that the position of the first wave manifesting such behavior (number of wave counted from the channel inlet) decreases as Reynolds number increases. However, macroscopic mixing was rarely observed in wave's number 1 and 2, as shown in Fig.3 .
Having analyzed the flow pattern carefully, other types of instabilities were observed at the high-end of Reynolds number studied. These instabilities are rolling vortices that appear in the limits between the principal flow and the upper part of the recirculation. The vortices appear in the wave inlet and move downstream to the wave outlet, where they join the principal flow. As the flow moves through the channel, the vortices grow. If rolling vortices appear in some wave of the channel, downstream from this wave, steady recirculation regions will not be observed and macroscopic mixing might appear. At a given Reynolds number, waves with rolling vortices and without macroscopic mixing may appear, however, a wave with macroscopic mixing never appears if there are not waves with rolling vortices upstream. According to this, it is believed that the macroscopic mixing is caused by instabilities in the central core flow that are created by rolling vortices upstream from the wave with macroscopic mixing. Finally, it is important to mention that rolling vortices and macroscopic mixing move closer to the channel inlet as the Reynolds number increases. 
CONCLUSIONS
The visualized flow pattern for given geometry of the heat exchanger agrees well with previous numerical and experimental investigations (1) .
Macroscopic mixing is an effective way to enhance the heat transfer and mixing in sinusoidal plates because of its random particle trajectories. Although it is in some way an interesting phenomena, capable of improving the heat transfer and the stirring in sinusoidal plates, it does not appear in waves very near the channel inlet at the small Reynolds number range.
Some previous investigations (3, 6, 11) showed that the enhancement of fluid mixing and formation of recirculation regions improves heat transfer, although additional investigation on the heat transfer should be performed in order to obtain more information on the influence of recirculation regions, vortex formation and chaotic mixing to heat transfer enhancement.
